Uniform and Appearance Standards

Please do not hesitate to ask any questions in order to clarify any part of the information listed below. Because of the expectations of our guests we are quite particular in the appearance of our team members.

- Shoes: For your own safety, the Angus Barn requires that all employees in every department wear slip-resistant closed toed shoes. Black shoes in most departments.
- Clothing: All uniforms/clothes must be wrinkle free. Proper undergarments must be worn.
- Hair: Keep hair well groomed. Long hair (hair that touches the collar) must be worn up and back away from the face, in a ponytail and/or hairnet. No Hair styles that allow hair to swing in the face and no bangs below the eyebrow.
- Fingernails: Fingernails are to be kept trimmed to one-quarter of an inch from the tip of your finger or shorter. (Clear polish only or a traditional French manicures. Female office staff may wear traditional subdued nail colors.)
- Jewelry: No visible facial or body piercings (this includes the tongue). No more than one ring per hand. A wedding set may be worn. One close fitting watch is OK. Some departments are allowed, depending upon safety, a simple bracelet (w/o charms) on the other wrist. Necklaces are to be worn on the inside of the shirt, depending upon safety; some departments are allowed a simple necklace.
- Other: Excellent hygiene (deodorant, teeth brushed, etc.) is a must. Tattoos must be covered.

Male Team Members:
- Men may wear one post-style earing in each ear no bigger than a dime on the lower lobe. (No other piercings up the ear or in the cartilage. No gage style earrings/piercings.)
- Clean shaven. Any existing facial hair must be kept closely trimmed and well groomed. If wanting add facial hair to your look, must wait until you have several days of in a row, then get manager approval and keep closely trimmed and well groomed. An un-kept/stubble style is unacceptable.

Female Team Members:
- Women may wear up to two earing in each ear. Lower lobe earing no bigger or dangle lower than a quarter the next lower lobe earing post-style and no bigger than a dime. (No other piercings up the ear or in the cartilage. No gage style earrings/piercings.)
- If wearing a skirt, may not be any shorter than 3 inches above the knee and not longer than the ankle. Hosiery must be worn with a skirt, natural skin tone or black.

If reporting to work and you do not meet our appearance standards, you may be asked to correct at that time and/or return within guidelines at your next shift.